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i.

Minutes of Annual General Meeting 2019

ii.

Chairpersons Address

iii.

Secretary’s Report

iv.

Treasurer’s Report

v.

Team Reports

vi.

Elect and Appoint Officers

vii.

Election of Officers to the County Board sub-committees

viii.

All Team Managements and Mentors to be announced at a
later date.

ix.

Approve or disapprove motions and bye-laws

x.

Membership fees

xi.

AOB
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MINUTES OF ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING 2019
Chairperson, Caroline O’Connor, opened the
meeting. All members welcomed.
Minutes from AGM 2018 referred to in booklet,
proposed by TrishTowey, seconded by Siobhan
Hoey.
Chairperson’s address delivered by Caroline
O’Connor.
Secretary’s report read out by Anne Moloney,
copy of same in AGM booklet. All team reports
referred to in booklet.
Treasurer’s report read out by Ivan Kerins, copy
of same in booklet. All questions from the
floor answered fully and queries sorted to all
members satisfaction.
Prior to election of Officers, Sharon Meaney &
Orla Moloney – PROs and Josephine HowardChild Officer, advised that they would not
be continuing in their present roles. All
other committee members to remain in their
position, proposed by Siobhan Hoey, seconded
by Sheila O’Connor. Nominations were asked
from the floor for both roles. Sharon Meaney
was proposed by Colette Bohannon for the role
of Child Officer and seconded by Siobhan Hoey,
no one else was proposed. No nominations
for PRO, committee will address this at next
committee meeting.
Team managements to be reviewed and
appointed prior to January.
One motion was proposed from the floor “that”
for large clubs at under blitzes be put into 2
venues (4 teams allowing 2 teams per venue)

DOORA BAREFIELD

Ladies Football
Club

The meeting was advised by Caroline O’Connor
that membership fees for the coming year
will be increasing – Senior players €50 to €70,
Juvenile players €40 to €55 (€50 for 2 or more in
a family), mentors/committee members €5 to
€15. Anne Moloney addressed the meeting and
advised that the County Board are proposing an
additional levy of €12 per each club member to
go towards camogie development within the
county and maintaining Fr McNamara Park. As
part of this the August levy would be abolished
and if each club want to hold the annual church
gate collection the club can keep all the funds
raised. It was discussed and debated among
all members at the meeting. The club are
supporting this increase, proposed by Colette
Bohannon, seconded by Aisling Daly.
Club Registrar Aine Brookes addressed the
meeting and advised that registration for 2020
will be online. Two systems are being looked
at and a decision will be made on the most
suitable system for our club in due course.
Fundraising was addressed by Caroline
O’Connor and how important it is and how
the club require all members support in this.
It was agreed that a subcommittee be set up
for organising a major fundraiser and it was
suggested to organise same for early in the
New Year.
Meeting closed at 9.15pm with Caroline
O’Connor thanking everyone present for their
ongoing support.
Anne Moloney
Secretary
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SECRETARY’S REPORT 2020

I would like to welcome everyone to our virtual
AGM, which is fitting after our very unusual
GAA year. Nobody could ever have predicted
what 2020 was going to bring to us all. Thank
you all for logging on to our “new normal” way
of doing business.
In January we started our year by celebrating
our successes of 2019 and looking forward to
competing and hoping for success at all levels
in Camogie. Unfortunately this was not to be.
Just as we had all age levels ready for training,
the country went into lockdown. As a club
we stood together and took our guidance
from both our Senior Club and The Camogie
Association.
As the country was in lockdown, the GAA asked
for clubs to have a supply of volunteers to assist
our elderly and neighbours living alone with
shopping and deliveries. No surprise that the
Camogie Club weren’t found wanting with a
large number of members volunteering. A
huge “Thank you” to each and every one of you!
As training was being reintroduced new roles
and responsibilities were required. Thankfully
we had no problem in getting members to take
on the new roles of Covid Officers. Training
took place under new regulations and as the
country started to re-open, matches began in
Gurteen again. Unfortunately, support for our
various teams was restricted with our parents,
families and members all abiding by these new
rules.

Our year has ended unexpectedly with initially
Level 3 and now Level 5 lockdown. Our U14s,
U16s and Minors had reached various finals.
These are now scheduled for early 2021.
As parents and family members we all know a
lot of work goes into coaching our teams and
getting our girls prepared for matches. This
was done by all our coaches and mentors
with enthusiasm, positive attitude, fun and
dedication, all of which is much appreciated by
our players and indeed the committee in these
uncertain times.
I would like to thank everyone involved in St
Joseph’s Doora Barefield Camogie Club this
year, our coaches, our volunteers and all who
assisted and supported our club in any way.
It has been an honour for me to be Club
Secretary for the past 3 years; I have been very
lucky and fortunate to be part of some of our
Club’s great successes. As I step down I wish
our new committee the best of luck! As one of
our coaches said to me earlier in the year when
she stepped into her new role “if I don’t stand
up and coach how can we expect anyone else
to?” This too applied to me 3 years ago!
“Good clubs make a county but great families
make a Club”
Mile Buiochas
Anne Moloney

TREASURER’S REPORT
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TEAM REPORTS
Senior Camogie 2020

The 3rd January 2020 signalled the end of the
festive season for our adult camogie players
as we returned to the gym for strength and
conditioning training under the watchful
eye of Donal O Halloran. There was a great
sense of excitement and anticipation among
players as we kicked off our year. As the
evening progressed I soon discovered that
the source of much of the excitement was
not even remotely related to our eagerly
awaited return to the playing fields in
Gurteen, instead talk of “Refreshers Week”
in college, the impending Leaving Cert and
trips abroad for the summer were the topics
of conversation as players rested between
stations. The efforts of players in the gym
was to set the tone for the year ahead. Little
did we realise as we laughed and joked in the
gym how drastically our year would change.
On Saturday 29th February, a number of our
panel members togged out with the Clare
Senior Camogie Team as they faced Cork in
the league, that evening NPHET announced
the first confirmed case of Coronavirus in
Ireland. Our first outing of the year was to
be a challenge versus Inagh/Kilnamona
however it was agreed to kick the can down
the road on the fixture as the situation in
relation to Covid-19 in Clare and indeed
nationally had deteriorated. On March 12th
it was announced, from across the Atlantic,
that schools and colleges would close. This
was quickly followed by the cancellation
of St. Patrick’s Day festivities and then, to
our dismay, the cancellation of games and
training in all codes of the GAA.
For the first week or two of lockdown we
did nothing as we expected to return to
training in the short term. When the leagues
were cancelled, we realised we would not
be returning to Gurteen for a while. Players
were issued with weekly fitness and camogie
tasks the details of which were submitted
by individual players to the adult camogie
WhatsApp Group. Usain Bolt was nervous

based on some of the times submitted
but that was irrelevant as the purpose of
the exercise was to maintain some level of
fitness and more importantly to maintain a
connection with and among panel members.
It was heartening to see so many players
training on the roads and in the Fairgreen as I
tended to my own fitness regime!! Like every
sector of society, we had to adapt to our
newfound reality and we resorted to Zoom
sessions for training as the weeks passed.
On the 26th June we finally returned to
the pitches in Gurteen to prepare for the
upcoming championships. Despite the threat
of Covid-19 we returned with confidence as
the procedures and protocols put in place
by the Senior Club to ensure player safety
were exemplary. As a unit we will always be
thankful for the efforts of the executive of
the Senior Club and those of the numerous
volunteers who assumed the role of Covid-19
Officer.
It was great to be back meeting panel
members in person and training face to face.
The excitement of returning to training was
tinged by an element of disappointment
as team management decided that we
would not be able to field a Junior team in
the 2020 championship. This decision was
not taken lightly and was reached having
given due consideration to the exceptional
circumstances we found ourselves in and the
condensed nature of the adult and underage
championships in Camogie and Ladies
Football along with player unavailability and
injury. Younger members of the Junior panel
had championship at their own age grade to
focus on so only a number of adult players
were directly affected by the decision. It
would have been easy for them to walk away.
The manner in which the affected players
responded, evidenced by their dedication
and attendance at training, is testament to
their character as individuals and shows their
commitment to our team and club. Once full
team training resumed preparations were
ramped up and challenges versus Clarecastle/
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Ballyea, Clooney/Quin and Inagh/Kilnamona
proved most beneficial.
The midgets thankfully stayed at home as we
took on Newmarket in our opening Senior
Championship game in Shannon Camogie
Field. Rules and restrictions limited contact
between mentors, supporters and officials,
none of these applied on the field of play and
our players were not found wanting. After
a tumultuous battle against our seasoned
opponents we ended up on the losing side
in a game in which the score line did not
reflect the competitive nature of the contest.

DOORA BAREFIELD

act as a launching pad for a
Ladies Football
serious challenge for senior
Club
honours next year. Players are one
of the few constants in any club over a period
of time. There-in lies the strength needed for
success.
Míle buíochas daoibh go léir.
Senior Camogie Management 2020
Martin Moloney

Additional injuries in advance of round 2
versus Kilmaley forced a rethink. In the early
stages we ran in to a well-deserved four
point lead but missed opportunities on our
part and a couple of goals reminiscent of
Gerry “Ginger” McLaughlin’s wonderful try
for Ireland in 1982 meant we were not to
be the victors. Kilmaley subsequently went
on to bring the eventual county champions
to extra time in their semi final clash which
further proved our readiness for senior ranks.
In addition to stringent Covid-19 controls we
had to endure torrential rain during our thirdround clash with Kilkishen/Bodyke in Cratloe.
We were highly competitive for much of the
game but a lapse in concentration after half
time coupled with a high wide count meant
we lost out by a single score.
Our last outing of the season was against
Truagh/Clonlara and we headed off to
Clooney with a panel of 19 players. The way
the players faced up to the challenge of the
opposition was one team management were
very proud of. There was no quarter asked or
given, as it should be. Unfortunately, victory
was not our lot.
Everyone involved in adult camogie this
year would like to extend a huge THANK
YOU to the camogie club executive for the
tremendous support we received from the
start of the year when we celebrated last
year’s Intermediate Championship win right
through to our final game.
We hope the experiences of this year will

U6 Camogie
We had great excitement after the summer
lockdown with about 25 young and eager U6
girls taking to Gurteen on Sunday mornings.
Thanks to all the coaches and Covid Officers
, Brian, Caroline, Anne , Daragh , Kevin, Maria
and Sinéad who made it happen.
		

Bernard Cosgrove

U8 Camogie
Due to unprecedented times our season this
year was short lived. We did not commence our
training until the 28th July and unfortunately it
was cut short by the closure of Gurteen midSeptember.
However despite all these obstacles we had
a fantastic turn out of young ladies at each
training session. An average of 25 young ladies
turned up in Gurteen for each session.

DOORA BAREFIELD
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During each session the girls
were divided into small groups
to practice their drills, at all times
adhering to Covid guidelines. We tried to
hone in on the basic skills which would have
been thought to them at u6 level. Such skills
included the correct hurley hand, ready
position, c swing and pucking the ball. Each
session ended with a game again dividing the
kids into age appropriate groups.

Ladies Football
Club

Not only was it important for us to instil the
basic camogie skills but under the current
climate it was very important to instil a sense
of fun. As mentors we wanted the girls to
associate Gurteen with fun and friendships as
this philosophy will hopefully stay with them
throughout their camogie career.
The dedication of our mentors and Covid
team was second to none. Our few months in
Gurteen would not have been possible without
them.
The presence of these coaches meant that each
coaching session ran smoothly and efficiently,
a massive thank you to one and all involved.
A special thank you to our Covid team who
really made it all happen. They kept both the
girls and us as mentors safe throughout our
times together.
We are extremely grateful all the parents who
made the commitment to bring their daughter
to training. Also a massive thank you for the
efficiency with which you filled out the Covid
health questionnaire for each session.
Even though our time together this year was
short lived, we feel that the girls came on in
leaps and bounds. It was an absolute pleasure
to coach these young bright future camogie
players and we look forward to seeing them
progress through the ranks in years to come
The future of camogie in Gurteen looks
promising as a result.
Beatrice Kerins
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U10 Camogie
What joy and excitement we felt when
Caroline and the club let us know that we
were permitted to recommence our Under 10
camogie training sessions after the lockdown
restrictions were lifted. It really was news we’d
all been eagerly awaiting.
We initially started off with an hour every
Wednesday evening and after a few weeks we
decided to also go on a Sunday morning. It was
so great to see the enthusiasm and commitment
from our players and coaches - all eager to
train and develop as players. It was fantastic to
see so many players training at each session on average 30 girls showed up each week - fair
play to you all. Although our season came to a
sudden halt again without a game or proper
end to the year the coaches are delighted with
the progress the players made and would like
to thank all of these players, their parents & our
wonderful COVID officers for making our lives
as coaches easier. Our hope now is that each
girl will continue to practice their camogie as
often as they can. It would be fantastic to see
all our under 10 girls returning to training in
2021 able to run onto the ball, jab lift and strike
on the run - that’s a challenge we are setting
for you so let’s see how many will be able to do
it next time we meet on the training field. It’s
at times like this we truly appreciate sport and
the social connections that are made through
team sports - how lucky we are to be part of it
all. Well done and stay active and safe and let’s
look forward to a safe return to the pitches of
Gurteen in 2021.
Under 10 Camogie
Mentors & Covid Officers
Aisling Daly, Sheila O Connor, Noel Brody,
Bernard Murphy, Eamon Whelan, Brian
Flannery, Carole Neylon, Leah Enright , Sinead
Lahiffe, Lorraine McCarthy, Anne Reynolds &
Joanne O Sullivan				
Aisling Daly

U12 Camogie

DOORA BAREFIELD
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Training for the under 12’s camogie began on
the astro turf one evening a week in February.
At the start of the season the focus was on
fitness, striking, lifting and handpassing.
During lockdown players were encouraged to
practice regularly with videos being sent out
demonstrating some of the skills of camogie.
Girls were also asked to keep a log recording
the time spend practicing in a week.
In early July we were all excited to be allowed
return to train in Gurteen. On early Sunday
mornings and Wednesday evenings the
coaches gathered with thirty plus at all
sessions. As we had thirty six girls registered,
two teams were entered in the league.
The Maroon Team beat Crusheen in the first
round at home. In the second round they
came up against very strong opposition in
Sixmilebridge who won this one. Next up was
Kilmaley’s first team who put up an excellent
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display to win. The last game was
against Clooney/Quin who proved
winners on home ground.

The White Team were also drawn in a very
strong group. Opposition in their group were
Tulla, Whitegate, Cratloe and Kilmaley. In all
the games the girls gave it their best and tried
their hardest. While they suffered losses in
these games the Cratloe match was a close one
and their best performance where hard work
and determination was evident right through
to the final whistle.
Subsequent practice games against Tulla and
Corofin meant all the girls got lots of match
time.
While the season may have been shorter
than usual all the girls made great progress
striking on the ground and in the air, catching,
handpassing, tackling, jablifting , blocking and
hooking.

to know each other and to improve
their camogie skills and general fitness.
This year we were fortunate to have a large
number of our players take part in the Clare
U14 training which also took pace in Gurteen
for 6 weeks each side of Christmas. For the 2020
season we had a panel of 24 players to choose
from and we had excellent attendance levels
to all our training sessions. Unfortunately, our
preparations were halted due to Covid later in
March.

Rose-Anne Healy

U14 Camogie
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close and hard fought affair.
Ladies Football
An
outstanding
defensive
Club
performance by Hannah Doyle, was
instrumental in keeping us in the match. A much
improved second half display overall, meant we
managed to get ahead on the scoreboard, and
hold on for a three point win, by 3-2 to 2-2.

Mentors: Feilim Collins, Dave Frawley, Laura
Garvey, Emmett Moran, John O’Connor.

Two weeks later we had a comprehensive win
at home to Eire Og. The final scoreline flattered
us, and the game was actually a lot more
competitive than the 11-6 to 1-6 score would
indicate.
A win in our last match at home to the Crusheen/
Banner amalgamation would have put us into
the cup semi-final, but we knew this was likely
to be a stern examination, and so it proved.
Despite scoring 2-9, we were well beaten by a
physically stronger and goal hungry opposition.

U14 Championship
Away Win
Eire Og 3:3 To 9:4 Doora Barefield
Home Win
Doora Barefielde 6:3 To 2:3 Clarecastle

Emmet Moran

U16 CAMOGIE

Away Draw
Feakle/Killenana 3:5 To 3:5 Doora Barefield
Away Win
Crusheen 3:2 To 8:9 Doora Barefield
Away Loss
Kilmaley 3:6 To 1:9 Doora Barefield
U14 Semi Final
Win

Preparations for the 2020 U14 Camogie
championship started with training on our
astro-turf on Sunday evenings in November,
we had seven sessions before Christmas and
seven sessions after Christmas, these sessions
allowed our players born in 2006 & 2007 to get

That ended whatever hopes we might have
had of retaining our U-16B title, and put us into
a shield semi-final. In fairness to the girls, we
regrouped well, and had a good win at home to
Tulla to advance to the final against Newmarket.
Unfortunately, COVID 19 restrictions meant a
premature end to the season and this game has
yet to be played.
There are a number of people I would like to
thank. My fellow selectors Emmet Moran and
James Clune were a pleasure to deal with; Paula
Doyle, Pauline Duggan, Anne Moloney and
Caroline O Connor provided great help with
first aid, communications, referees and fixtures.
Finally, thanks to all the parents for their support
over the course of the year.
James O’Connor

Doora Barefield 3:6 To 0:2 Feakle/
Killenana

There was a noticeable improvement in skill
level and competitiveness as the season
progressed, and our girls showed great skill
in getting through to the final of the U14
competition. Unfortunately, due to Covid,
the date for this final is yet to be decided. The
mentors were delighted with the fact that we
started and finished the season with all 24
players.

DOORA BAREFIELD

It must be noted that this is an
exceptional group of young girls,
and their commitment to training, and
willingness to take instruction combined with
incredible heart and determination make them
formidable opponents for any team, and they
have a bright future.

Ladies Football
Club

By early July we were given the all clear to restart training under new Covid protocols. The
U14 championship scheduled to start the last
week in July, as part of our preparation we had
challenge matches against Clooney-Quinn,
Kilmaley, Ruan, Tulla and Inagh Killnamona.
These challenge matches were used to give all
our players as much game time as possible, and
with each game we could see the continued
improvement and commitment of our players.

A huge thank you to parents for their support
during the season from the U 12 coaches.
			

DOORA BAREFIELD

U18 – Minor B Camogie
This years U-16 campaign began with a difficult
away fixture against a strong and well balanced
Ruan side. The girls played really well on the day
and were unlucky not to get something out of
the game, finally going down by two points on
a 2-10 to 4-2 scoreline.
Round two away to Newmarket was another

In a tear that was to focus on women in sport
2020 declaring “If she can’t see it, she can’t be
it”, unfortunately it was to be dominated instead
by protecting those same girls from a pandemic
outside Gurteen, Clare and even Irelands hands.
Minor championship never kicks off until August
and when Covid descended upon us in March

DOORA BAREFIELD
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2020 nobody would believe it
would still call the shots by Autumn.
However , amidst the doom and gloom
of the first half of the GAA calender year, Minor
Championship did get the go ahead and our
gallant and brave squad of 21 assembled in
Gurteen to be mentored by Deirdre Cahill and
trained by Jamesie O’Connor.

Ladies Football
Club

With all Covid restrictions adherently adhered
to , the girls set off in chase of the Minor B cup.
Beating Broadford/Parteen at home by two
points in the very first round in late July set the
tone for their campaign. Away to Clooney/Quin
a fortnight later the girls claimed their second
victory giving them the confidence to realise
they were in with a good chance of coming out
in decent positioning in the group.
But having a BYE in the next round didn’t do any
good and the lack of game play saw this panel
travel to Clonlara on a damp school evening in
September and slip into second gear suffering
a severe defeat at the hands of a physically
strong Truagh/Clonlara side.
It took a lot of courage to face back into the
campaign after that defeat but in true St.
Joseph’s style , this bunch of women stepped
up to the plate on a beautiful autumnal evening
on home turf to see out Ruan with a six point
win. This was the final game in the round and
propelled our girls into second place in their
group which saw them facing Kilmaley in the
semi-final who had in turn topped their own
group along the way.
Then on Saturday October 3rd , our Maroon
and White girls made the journey to Kilmaley’s
new pitch in glorious sunshine. With Covid still
very much in their midst, this semi-final was
played in the strictest of environments but
when the ball was thrown in it was obvious
there was nothing else on their minds but
victory. Holding Kilmaley scoreless well into
the second half showed the strength and depth
of this great panel of girls conceding only 1-1
in the final minutes of the hour long spectacle.
Winning by 5 points , this display lifted the
hearts of parents, mentors and everyone
else from this great Parish that was fortunate
enough to observe it on the day.
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Little did we know this display was
to be our last for 2020 despite the
county final looming on our horizon
against our old “enemies” Truagh/Clonlara. We
have no doubt this bunch of girls would have
claimed the title having a score to settle from
their round meeting earlier in the journey.
Fingers crossed we will get to witness this
final hour of camogie in the not too distant
future. For now as the curtain falls we have to
be grateful that hurley’s were held in strangest
of years, that games were played and that girls
flourished and improved despite the negativity
we initially thought was upon us.
We sincerely thank the Camogie Association for
their game fixtures, as well as all the referees ,
lines people and umpires that assisted along
the way. We thank Chairperson Caroline,
Secretary Anne, PRO Debbie for their roles
through the short season. Thanks to Paula Doyle
for attending First Aid at each game and Áine
Moloney for helping out at training sessions
and games. Here’s hoping Deirdre and Jamesie
get one last crack at elevating this Minor B cup
in the New Yrear when the final is expected to
be played.
Panel: Caoilfhionn Ní Chonaill, Hannah Doyle,
Sinead O’Connor, Naoise Slattery, Emma Towey,
Shauna Moloney, Saidhbh O’Brien, Róisín Cahill,
Emma O’Dwyer, Muire Ní Chonaill ( Captain),
Ellen Doyle, Aoibhinn Feighery, Kate Montwill,
Katie Callaghan, Róisín Dillon, Emma Clune,
Oriana O’Shea, Amber Piggott, Eimear Clune,
Grace Butler.

Orla Daly

DOORA BAREFIELD

CAMOGIE FUNDRAISER
Members of the club come to support the
"County Board Camogie Fundraiser - Brid Mc's walk

Ladies Football
Club
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We would like to thank all the businesses who have supported and
continue to support St Joseph’s Doora Barefield Camogie Club.

Ladies Football
Club

MURPHY’S PHARMACY

DULICK

Roslevan, Ennis, Co Clare
Aidan Murphy M.P.S.I

MOTORS

Michael O’Neill
Sales Director

E: moneill@velocityv1.com
AGC
Mob: +353 (0) 87-777-2133
Tel : +353 (0) 65 6850300
Instruments
UK : +44 (0) 203 8159240

•

Precious Pets Summerhill

Jim Halpin Accountants

•

Quinns Fruit and Veg

•

John Torpey Fitted Furniture

•

•

K&D Whelan Construction Ltd

Raymond Power & Co
Accountant

•

Liddys Eurospar

•

RealPrint

•

Lifford Lighting

•

Ryan's Design Kitchens

•

Littlepace Pharmacy - Dublin

•

Saint Goban Kilrush

Drumquin Construction

•

Location Location Estate Agents

•

Senator Windows Ennis

•

Eamon Keane & Co Accountants

•

Malones Totalhealth Pharmacy

•

Sloanes Beauty Salon

Brian Enright Physio

•

Educogym

•

Martin Daly TyreStop

•

Specsavers

•

Brian Malone Construction

•

Elaine P Casey & Associates

•

Martin Lernihan Construction

•

Suttons Lighting

•

Brian O’Rourke

•

Ennis Bookshop

•

Martins Construction

•

Tara Godfrey's Solicitors
Taylors Bar

•

Abbey Newsagency

•

Michael O'Neill.indd 2
Curtin
O’Friel & Co Accountants

•

Infinity Lifts

•

Acton BV

•

•

•

AFG Event Solutions

Cushman & Wakefield
Sherry Fitzgerald

Ardlea Medical Centre

•

D & P Morrissey Construction

•

B Mac Safety Solutions

•

Daly Insurances

•

Banner Carpets & Flooring

•

DB Schenker

•

Barra Oil

•

Dr John Garvey

•

Blackbird Jewellery

•

•

Boru Sports

•

•

04/09/2018 10:23:38

•

Brogans Bar and Restaurant

•

Ennis Glass

•

Mary Jo Duffy Pharmacy

•

•

C&L Plumbing

•

Eyecare Centre

•

Maurer's Jewellers

•

The Armada Hotel

•

Cahill Opticians

•

Familygrass Ireland

•

McNamee Londis Darragh

•

The Thatched House Pub

•

Cairdre Cafe

•

Fergal Cahill Taxation

•

Microchip

•

The Townhouse B&B

•

Carey Building Contractors

•

Fergal Clune Fencing

•

Molloys Butchers

•

Tom Haugh HM Travel

•

Carey Corbett

•

Fiona Casey Physiotherapist

•

Nagle's Drapery Kilfenora

•

•

Carmody Shoes

•

Flanagan Aluminium

•

Nicholas Nolan Solicitors

Tom McNamara & Partners
Quantity Surveyors

•

Cathal Nagle & Co Accountants

•

Flower Den

•

Nora Culligans Bar

•

Toymaster

•

Clare Echo

•

Fogarty's Bar

•

O’Connells Pharmacy

•

Twin Blades Hair Salon

•

Clare Physiotheraphy Sports
Injury Clinic

•

GA Sports

•

O’Connors Bakery

•

•

Galvin Bros Construction Ltd,
Barefield

•

O’Connors Fruit & Veg

Value Centre Mangans
Cash & Carry

Paddy Browne & Co Auctioneers

•

Vaughan & Co Accountants

Gerard De Loughery & Co
Accountant

•
•

Pallas Marketing

•

Vermillion

•

PARC Ennis

•

VTN Burke Bros Transport

•

Pat McCarthy Shoes

•

Ward & Burke Construction Ltd

•

Paul Lynch solicitors

•

Western Joinery

•

Peadar O’Keeffe Oil

•

Willow

•

PJ Murphy Undertakers

•

Woodplus

•

Club Shop

•

Clubforce

•

Coslia Foot Clinic

•

Costelloe Estate Agents

•

Crimmins Howard Solicitors

•

Cuddihy & Co Accountants

•

Cummins Car Centre

•
•

Harvey's Veterinary

•

Hassett Considine Solicitors

•

Hoey Financial Services

•

Holly's Pharmacy

•

Impress Promotions

